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Fiction

Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-60953-077-8

eISBN: 978-1-60953-078-5

$15.95 US/ $16.95 cAn

6x9, 384 Pages

carton Quantity: 24

August

Rights: World English

MARKEtinG

national print and digital 
media push 

Social Media campaign

Unbridled Book club 
outreach

a  raucous road story, high-jacked by literature’s most 
charming dwarf who sends it careening through fires,  
carnivals and dust storms, atomic test sites, and abandoned 
motels in desert towns where you can actually believe there 
might be two women named oma.
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We first published Rocket City in 1995 when we 
were MacMurray & Beck. In the autumn of 2010, 
when Cathryn Alpert passed away suddenly, we 
knew we wanted to bring her remarkable novel 
back into print. 

And now we are.

Here are a few of the many reasons:

“Aside from being just about the funniest road 
novel I’ve read in years, it’s also got two of the 
most touching and wonderful love stories I’ve ever 
read…. Quite frankly, I loved this novel.”
 —James Crumley

“Rocket City is what a first novel should be: 
energetic, quixotic, different, devilish, eccentric 
and revelrous…. It’s a hot quick yarn that keeps 
the reader in stitches.” 
—stephen dixon

“Cathryn Alpert is a wonderful writer” 
—Anne lamott

“Alpert offers fine, likable characters and a 
restrained, bouncy plot. Here is a promising writer 
who should be watched.” 
—dave eggers, The San Francisco Chronicle

“A disconcerting glimpse into the nighttime soul  
of America.” 
—Alison baker

“Two deftly rendered, parallel love stories…an 
entertaining novel that offers witty repartee and 
endearing characters.” 
—Booklist

“Elegant and witty…. inventive and often beautiful. 
Wry dialogue and a lean sense of humor give 
life to this novel about the awkward comedy of 
overcoming loneliness.” 
—Publishers Weekly

Cathryn Alpert's award winning short stories appeared in numerous anthologies, including O. 

Henry Festival Stories, Best of the West 5, and Walking the Twilight: Women Writers of the 

Southwest, as well as in many literary magazines. she was a stage director and a teacher of 

theater, as well as a wife, and mother of two sons and three daughters. she died unexpectedly 

in 2010; Rocket City was her only published novel.

Rocket City
by cathryn alpert
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They continued east toward Alamogordo. In less than 

an hour they would arrive and she would say goodbye to 
Enoch, dropping him off at the Y, perhaps, of maybe at a 
shelter. Then she would get out her map and find Larry's 
street. She would knock on his door in the middle of the 
night, and he would open it and take her in his arms.

Marilee stepped down harder on the accelerator. 
Her muscles ached from driving; her lips tasted of salt. 
Brown dirt lodged in the cracks between her toes. "I 
could use a shower," she said, more to herself than to 
her companion.

"A pool !" said Enoch. "I know a place. On the road to 
El Paso. It's not far. I'll show you."

A pool sounded wonderful. Clean water in which she 
would bathe. Cool water in which she could float away 
under the stars. But it was out of the question. "I didn't 
bring a bathing suit."

"Swim naked."
Marilee felt a tightness grip her stomach. So this was 

it. This was where he'd jump her. Where he'd slip his 
little thing into her like a snake gliding into wet moss, 
and she'd end up with a little dwarf child she'd have to 
name Elwyn. And why not? Hadn't she picked him up 
off the side of some road? What jury would believe her? 
They'd say she'd asked for it, wanted it even.

Yet a pool sounded wonderful. It was after midnight. 
Her hair stuck to the back of her neck like a clump of 
seaweed. It would be a shame for Larry to see her like 
this. Besides, she was bigger than Enoch. Stronger, 
probably, too. A pool was just what she needed. She 
would swim in her underwear.

"So tell me about the fire," she said.
"No."
"You said you would. 'Later,' is what you said. I'd like 

to hear." Marilee glanced across the seat at Enoch. His 
nose looked thicker in the darkness, and his face showed 
the first signs of stubble. "I told you about Larry," she 
reminded him.

excerpt
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Fiction 

Paperback

ISBN: 978-1-60953-082-2

eISBN: 978-1-60953-083-9

$14.95 US/ $15.95 cAn

5½ x 8¼, 304 Pages

carton Quantity: 24

September

Rights: World

MARKEtinG

national print, broadcast 
and digital media 
campaign

national Advertising

Social Media campaign

Author Appearances

Unbridled Book club 
outreach

sybil weatherfield writes a column for new york shock, follows 
the band, and finds love where she’s not supposed to in this 
paean to the city in the lost decade of the 1990s.
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Love Slave

by jennifer spiegel

It’s 1995. When she can, Sybil Weatherfield works 
as an office temp. But in her jobless hours she 
may be her generation’s Dorothy Parker, writing 
a confessional column for the alternative weekly, 
New York Shock. Her friends include a paper-
pusher for a human rights organization and the 
lead singer of a local rock band called Glass Half 
Empty. Together they try to find a path from their 
own wry inactivity to something real and lasting 
that can matter to them. Richly funny and wincingly 
specific, this cunning debut novel is a bittersweet 
and ironic look at what it means to be enthralled 
by an idea—by even the most ragged possibility 
of love.

“Jennifer Spiegel’s New York moment, her sweet 
tilt on Miss Lonelyhearts, is loose among us like 
a confession, a letter, gossip, an advice column 
without boundaries.”  
— ron Carlson

Friday, January 27, 1995
Now I was dealing with God. That’s right. God had 

gotten involved. I prayed. I knew he had abandoned me 
too. I tried to make a deal. Dear God, I began, no more 
chocolate. I’d offer to give up sex, but I wasn’t having any. 
Dear God, I know you hate me, but please, God, please. 
Let me have a lousy pair of tickets. Show me that you 
haven’t abandoned me. Tickets, God. Not money, not 
power, not Johnny Depp. Just two Pearl Jam tickets. Let 
me get my way once. Let me see Eddie.

I went over the details of my life. I took subways. I 
drank cappuccino in trendy cafés named after European 
composers. I knew where to buy my bagels. I knew the 
place to walk my dog. I had gay friends. I lied about 
listening to Howard Stern. I voted Democratic. I was for 
cheap sex, cheap beer, and low-income housing. I lived 
in the Village and I didn’t eat red meat and I smoked 
when I drank and I was open-minded, user-friendly, 
acquiescent, accommodating, compliant. . . .

As evening approached, it took everything in me to 
put the receiver down. It rang—my mother! I burst into 
tears. When I told her what I was doing (it was now 
Saturday), she said, “Go for a walk.”

On the streets, I only stopped once by a pay phone 
to try again. Near Astor Place—my head pounding, my 
nose running—I held my arms up to the heavens and 
said, “For the love of God, somebody please help me!”

Okay, so I never did that. But people do.
I went home and baked a potato. While baking, my 

skin grazed the grill, searing the fleshy web between 
thumb and index finger on my right hand. I lovingly put 
the wound to my mouth. I ran my tongue over it. I tasted 
it, savored it: my war wound. My Pearl Jam scar. Little 
Eddie.

Everyone should have a scar like this.

Jennifer spiegel has an MA in Politics from new York University and an MFA in Creative Writing 

(Fiction) from Arizona state. Also the author of the story collection The Freak Chronicles, she 

lives in Phoenix with her husband and two children. Love Slave is her debut novel. Visit her at 

jenniferspiegel.com.

excerpt
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Fiction

Hardcover

ISBN: 978-1-60953-084-6

eISBN: 978-1-60953-085-3

$24.95 US/ $25.95 cAn

6x9, 304 Pages

carton Quantity: 24

october

Rights: north America

MARKEtinG

national print, broadcast 
and digital media 
campaign

national Advertising

Social Media campaign

Author Appearances

Unbridled Book club 
outreach

a generational immigrant saga of logging camps, desperate 
winters, whiskey smuggling, heartache, boat building and 
dangerous love.
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Some ancient cold had taken root in Thea Eide’s belly, 
a feeling she’d not yet had but one she knew meant the 
time was nigh to deliver her baby. She wanted to walk, 
felt she must walk. So she rose and stepped into the 
mess hall and lit a candle. She steadied herself with one 
hand on the long table, cradled her belly with the other, 
and began pacing up and down the hall, measuring 
her contractions by those laps around the board. The 
contractions started in the small of her back and reached 
around to her belly, where they paused and clenched. She 
paused, too, when the contractions burrowed in, and in 
the throes of each the absolute chill of the large room 
was brought down on her. In Norwegian, her mother 
and only tongue, she said, “My God, what now?”

She decided to start a fire. From the tinderbox she 
took the last scrolls of birch bark and set them under 
the wood already piled in the stove. She struck a match 
and lit the birch bark. The fire flared directly and before 
her next contraction the room was already warming. The 
mice sought the heat beneath the stove without the least 
fear, gawking at her with eyes the size of pencil tips. 

She heard the wind raging outside but was unaware 
of the snow until she unlatched the door and pushed 
it open. The dark night was gleaming with snowfall. So 
much snow that she realized the impossibility of crossing 
the camp to the jakes. She said, “Mercy,” then hiked up 
her nightdress and leaned against the mess-hall wall. 

When she stepped back into the mess she saw Abigail 
Sterle readying water for tea. “I’ll wake the brothers,” 
Abigail said.  

Against the wilds of sea and wood, a young 
immigrant woman settles into life outside Duluth in 
the 1890s, still shocked at finding herself alone in 
a new country, abandoned and adrift. In the early 
1920s, her son, now grown, falls in love with the 
one woman he shouldn't and uses his best skills to 
build them their own small ark to escape. But their 
pasts travel with them, threatening to capsize even 
their fragile hope. In this triumphant new novel, 
Peter Geye has crafted another deeply moving 
tale of a misbegotten family shaped by the rough 
landscape where they live at the mercy of wildlife 
and weather—and by the rough edges of their 
own breaking hearts.

“No author today writes from a sense of place as 
brilliantly as Peter Geye. The Lighthouse Road 
takes place in a broodingly atmospheric Northern 
Minnesota, peopled by tragic characters so 
influenced by their unforgiving environment, they 
can’t recognize love when they see it. This is a 
story that lingers long after you turn the last page.” 
—Melanie benjamin

“To be submerged in the frothing, watery world of 
Peter Geye’s The Lighthouse Road is to be baptized 
anew in the promise of American letters. I defy you 
to bear witness to the tormented tenderness of 
Odd Eide, to suffer and love and row beside him 
in his skiff, without throwing down your nets. Here 
is an epic that spans more than generations. Here 
is an epic that spans the topography between hell-
dark bear dens and moonlit lake water. Here is a 
novel that charts the whole of the human heart.” 
—bruce Machart

Peter Geye received his MFA from the University of new orleans and his Phd from Western 

Michigan University, where he was editor of Third Coast. He was born and raised in Minneapolis 

and continues to live there with his wife and three children. He is the author of the award 

winning novel, Safe from the Sea.

by peter geye

The Lighthouse
Road

}excerpt
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a must-read debut novel from the emmy and peabody award 
winning author, director and producer of “thirtysomething” 
and "my so-called life."

Fiction

Hardcover

ISBN: 978-1-60953-089-1

eISBN: 978-1-60953-090-7

$24.95 US/ $25.95 cAn

6x9, 272 Pages

carton Quantity: 24

november

Rights: World

MARKEtinG

national broadcast, 
print and digital media 
campaign

Advertising

Social Media campaign

Author Appearances

Unbridled Book club 
outreach
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A lot can happen in a day, sometimes. Not every 
day, of course. Most have one event, and that’s if you’re 
lucky. Many have less, which seems especially true in 
our school, which is hard to get into and committed to 
serving the community but is also, as a rule, unthrilling. 
Maybe things pick up in eleventh grade, which is when 
Mr. Frechette, a teacher we like, says our brains have 
developed to the point where we can grasp irony, accept 
ambivalence, and acknowledge the death’s head that 
lurks at the edge of all human endeavor. His exact words; 
I put them in my phone. We’ll see, although I trust him. 
Mr. Frechette can get sour, but he’s also pretty wise.

Maybe today’s a preview of next year, then, because 
a lot has happened in it, even without the death’s head. 
School’s out. Theo and I are on our way to tae kwon do. 
Wherever you look, whoever and whatever you see seems 
glad to be a New Yorker, not just people but buildings, 
and pigeons, and signs. Theo’s my best friend, and always 
has been. He says that’s just because he’s the only boy in 
my school who’s not named Max or Jake, but that’s not it 
at all (which he knows). It’s simple. He bores easily. So do 
I. But we don’t bore each other, and that’s since in utero, 
practically, as our moms met in Lamaze class and got to 
be friends. He got his name because his mom wrote a 
book about the loser relatives of famous artists. Theo 
Van Gogh was Vincent Van Gogh’s brother; Mrs. Rosen, 
Theo’s mom, pronounces the name (I quote Theo here) 
“like she was choking on a rugelach.”). Theo V.G. knew 
Vincent was the talented one and worked hard to make 
sure the world knew it, too. I admire that, and hope I 
would do the same, if I had a brother who was an insane 
depressed genius, which I don’t. I’m an only child.

These Things

Set among Manhattan's high-powered liberal elite 
and told through an ensemble of endearing voices, 
These Things Happen is a not-quite-coming-of-
age storyabout a modern family. Fifteen year old 
Wesley, a tenth grader, has moved from his mother 
and stepfather's home to live with his father and 
his father's male partner for a school term so that 
father and son might have a chance to bond again. 
But when Wesley finds himself unexpectedly at the 
center of an act of violence, everyone around him 
must reexamine themselves, their assumptions 
and attitudes.

“Artful, thoughtful and extremely funny, this is 
a wonderful first novel about artifice and the 
discovery of true feeling, about the roles we play 
and what we choose to make of them.” 
—Cathleen schine

“Like the two main characters it so unforgettably 
etches, Richard Kramer's first novel exemplifies the 
virtues of both youth and maturity: it manages to 
be both wise and wide-eyed, sage and sensitive, 
deeply funny and, in the end, disarmingly touching. 
The man behind ThirtySomething and My So-
Called Life has taken his trademark qualities—the 
grownup's shrewdness about the way the world 
works and the adolescent's disarming emotional 
nakedness—and fashioned from them a very 
affecting work of fiction.”                      
—daniel Mendelsohn

by richard kramer

richard kramer is the emmy and multiple Peabody award winning writer, director and producer 

of TV series, including Thirtysomething, My So-called Life, Tales of the City, and Once and Again. 

He’s been nominated for numerous emmy awards. His first short story appeared in the New 

Yorker while he was still an undergraduate at Yale.
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recently published

Hollywood 
Boulevard 
by janyce stefan-cole

Fiction

Hardcover

iSBn: 978-1-60953-075-4 

eiSBn: 978-1-60953-076-1 

$25.95 US/ $26.95 cAn 

6x9, 368 Pages

carton Quantity: 24

Publication Month: April

Rights: World
sc

o
tt

 n
e

a
ryJanyce stefan-Cole currently writes for WG News + Arts, and was books editor for 

Freewilliamsburg.com. she is a contributing writer for FLYPmedia and was a finalist for 

the James Jones First novel Fellowship. she is included in the boston Globe bestselling 

anthology, Dick for a Day (Villard books), among other publications. before turning full 

time to writing, she was a visual artist. she resides with her husband in brooklyn, nY, and 

Freedom, nH.

“Janyce Stefan-Cole has laced her witty, melancholy 
tale with Chandleresque bit players: philanderers, 
faded starlets, homicidal strippers and flouncy sex 
kittens. She knows how to tell a story. Read it to  
the end.” 
—John Turturro, actor, director, screenwriter

“A little bit quirky, a little bit noir...an intriguing 
crime novel with a pitch-perfect narration that sucks 
you right into the peculiar business that makes 
Hollywood what it is—and the equally peculiar 
business of finding one's muse.” 
—Booklist

“In Janyce Stefan-Cole’s sure-handed debut, 
Tinseltown trickery animates an emotional journey 
that springs into a delectable suspense...” 
—V Magazine  
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recently published

The Lola Quartet
by emily st. john mandel

Fiction

Hardcover

iSBn: 978-1-60953-079-2 

eiSBn: 978-1-60953-080-8 

$24.95 US 

6x9, 288 Pages 

carton Quantity: 24 

Publication Month: May

Rights: World English
m
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yemily st. John Mandel was born on the west coast of british Columbia, Canada. Her new 

novel is The Lola Quartet. Her two previous novels are Last Night in Montreal (an indie 

next pick and finalist for Foreword Magazine’s 2009 book of the Year) and The Singer’s 

Gun (winner of the indie bookseller’s Choice Award and #1 indie next Pick for May 2010.) 

she is a staff writer for The Millions, and her short fiction will appear in the forthcoming 

anthology Venice Noir. she is married and lives in brooklyn.

#1 INDIE NExT PICK FOR MAY 2012

“Mandel offers up her unique blend of literary 
character studies mixed with crime fiction in her third 
novel….Fascinating.”

—Booklist

“The noir-ish storyline will hook you from the first 
page, but you’ll stay for the well-drawn relationships 
and all-too-familiar grown-up angst.”
—Flavorwire 

“This adrenaline-fuelled tale is hard to put down.” 
—The Globe and Mail

“Ms. Mandel is in the same class as Dan Chaon, and 
it is a rarified place. Chaon’s last novel sent him to 
the big time. I believe the same thing will happen 
with The Lola Quartet, and its author….Reading 
The Lola Quartet is like trying to hold smoke from a 
bonfire, both thrilling and compelling.”
—ThreeGuysonebook.com

“Riveting...Evocative, intriguing, and complex, this 
novel is as smooth as the underbelly of a deadly, 
furtive reptile. Mandel’s substantial fan base will 
rejoice, word of mouth will bring new fans on board.” 
—Library Journal, starred review

“The author again melds mystery plotting with literary 
techniques like shifting points-of-view, resulting in 
both sophistication and suspense...Mandel’s novel 
excels as a character study that considers the slow 
degradation of hopes, dreams, and expectations of 
people who are only in their late 20’s but already 
feel ancient.” 
—Publishers Weekly
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recently published

Fiction

Hardcover

iSBn: 978-1-60953-070-9 

eiSBn: 978-1-60953-071-6 

$25.95 US/ $26.95 cAn 

6x9, 320 Pages 

carton Quantity: 24 

Publication Month: June

Rights: World English

INDIE NExT PICK FOR JuNE

“A stark modern-day Old Testament story in which 
the evil that men do is barely balanced by the good 
that a few manage to achieve. It's a gritty harrowing 
story set in a dust-blown Colorado town that seems 
filled with vivid characters. Cobb's expert story-
telling compels us forward scene by scene to a final 
satisfying redemption.”
—kent Haruf

“A novel told with an unexpected and appealing 
warmth; the characters in The Bird Saviors become 
increasingly memorable, page by page, and the 
story pulled me in without hullabaloo or fuss—this is 
good, confident storytelling.”
—Aimee bender

“Cobb…comes up with a story that is at once gritty 
and gripping, portentous yet promising, raw but 
redemptive…. A touching and memorable tale that 
readers can’t, and won’t, soon forget…to say The 
Bird Saviors is ‘amazing’ is to short-change Cobb. 
For his is a timeless story of love and redemption, a 
classic tale of good vs. evil, and a can’t-miss page-
turner that leaves readers wanting more.”
—ForeWord Reviews

“The Bird Saviors is an immersing and emotional 
piece of literature… In a voice reminiscent of Charles 
Frazier’s, The Bird Saviors tells a fascinating story of 
success in spite of chaos, opportunity in spite of 
despair, and love in spite of hate.”
—Booklist

The Bird Saviors
by william j. cobb
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yWilliam J. Cobb is the author a book of stories and two previous novels, including the 

critically acclaimed Goodnight, Texas. His short fiction has appeared in The New Yorker and 

many other magazines. He has received numerous awards, including a national endowment 

for the Arts grant, a dobie-Paisano Fellowship, and the sandstone Prize. He was raised in 

Texas and currently lives in Pennsylvania, where he teaches in the writing program at Penn 

state, and in Colorado.
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recently published

Afterlives of 
the Saints: 
Stories From The Ends of Faith
by colin dickey

nonFiction

Hardcover

iSBn: 978-1-60953-072-3 

eiSBn: 978-1-60953-073-0 

$24.95 US/ $25.95 cAn 

5-1/2x8-1/4, 288 pages 

carton Quantity: 24 

Publication Month: June

Rights: World
se

th
 s

h
e

r
w

o
o

dColin dickey is the author of Cranioklepty: Grave Robbing and the Search for Genius. 

His fiction and nonfiction have appeared in Lapham's Quarterly, Cabinet, TriQuarterly, and 

The Santa Monica Review. He is also co-editor (with nicole Antebi and robby Herbst) of 

Failure! Experiments in Aesthetic and Social Practices. A native of the san Francisco bay 

Area, he now lives in los Angeles.

Here are some of the strangest saints—saints who 
murder, saints who gouge out their eyes and hold 
them up for inspection, saints who minister to the 
petty and the bizarre and the maligned. Colin Dickey 
tells their stories with wit and compassion, not as a 
theologian, but as someone trying to understand 
the ways of the world.

Colin Dickey is ”armed with formidable research 
skills and the ability to tell his story with the gusto 
it deserves.” 
—Minneapolis Star Tribune

”An unusual and quite fascinating collection of tales.”  
— Booklist

praise for colin dickey’s cranioklepty: grave robbing 
and the search for genius

”Captivating...Meticulously researched and authentic 
as hell, it could be mistaken for some particularly 
warped gothic fiction but for the plentiful footnotes.” 
—wired.com

”At times laugh-out-loud funny...well worth reading.” 
—The onion's A.V. Club

”A fascinating book”
 —ForeWord Magazine
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breath and bones 
by susann cokal

fiction • paperback 
978-1-932961-15-7

$15.95 us / $18.95 can 
carton quantity: 20

hardcover

978-1-932961-06-5

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

the pirate’s daughter 
by margaret 
cezair-thompson

fiction • hardcover

978-1-932961-40-9 

$24.95 us / $29.95 can 
carton quantity: 24

the unnatural history 
of cypress parish 
by elise blackwell

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-51-5

$14.95 us / $17.95 can 
carton quantity: 36

hardcover

978-1-932961-31-7

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

goodnight, texas 
by william j. cobb

fiction • paperback 
978-1-932961-44-7

$14.95 us / $17.95 can 
carton quantity: 36

hardcover

978-1-932961-26-3

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

hunger 
by elise blackwell

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-50-8

$11.95 us / $14.95 can 
carton quantity: 36

freeman walker

by david allan cates

fiction 
hardcover

978-1-932961-55-3

$25.95 us / $31.95 can

carton quantity: 28

conscience point

by erica abeel

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-70-6

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-53-9

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

the islands of 
divine music

by john addiego

fiction • hardcover

978-1-932961-54-6

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

carton quantity: 24

madewell brown 
by rick collignon

fiction • hardcover 
978-1-932961-65-2

$23.95 us / $28.95 can 
carton quantity: 24

the green age of 
asher witherow 
by m. allen cunningham

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-13-3

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-932961-00-3

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

shimmer

by eric barnes

fiction • paperback

978-1-936071-59-3

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-67-6

$25.95 us 

the journal of 
antonio montoya

by rick collignon

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-96-6

$12.95 us / $15.95 can

carton quantity: 36

a santo in the image 
of cristóbal garcía 
by rick collignon

fiction • paperback

978-1-936071-62-3

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

cranioklepty  
by colin dickey

nonfiction • paperback

978-1-60953-010-5

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-86-7

$25.95 us / $30.95 can

tears of the mountain 
by john addiego

fiction • hardcover

978-1-60953-006-8

$25.95 us/ $29.95 can

carton quantity: 20

panopticon

by david bajo 
fiction • hardcover

978-1-60953-002-0

$25.95 us/ $29.95 can

carton quantity: 20

an unfinished score

by elise blackwell

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-039-6

$14.95 us/ $15.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-936071-66-1

$24.95 us / $28.95 can

complete backlist

you believers 
by jane bradley

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-067-9 

$15.95 us/ $16.95 can 

carton quantity: 20

hardcover

978-1-60953-046-4 
$25.95 us/ $26.95 can 
carton quantity: 20
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complete backlist

lost son 
by m. allen cunningham

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-52-2

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-34-8

$25.95 us / $31.95 can

small acts of sex 
and electricity 
by lise haines

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-43-0

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 36

wolf point 
by edward falco

fiction • paperback 
978-1-932961-30-0

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-932961-08-9

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

sabbath night in the 
church of the piranha   
by edward falco

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-05-8

$13.95 us / $16.95 can

carton quantity: 24 

the distance between us 
by masha hamilton

fiction • paperback 
978-1-932961-14-0

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-932961-02-7

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

the lamentations of 
julius marantz 
by marc estrin

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-38-6

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 36

the marriage of 
true minds

by stephen evans

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-46-1

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 60

abbeville

by jack fuller

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-90-4

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover 
978-1-932961-47-8

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

golem song 
by marc estrin

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-23-2

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

insect dreams: the half 
life of gregor samsa

by marc estrin

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-09-6

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 16

the good doctor 
guillotin

by marc estrin

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-85-0

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

saint john of the 
five boroughs

by edward falco

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-88-1

$16.95 us / $19.95 can

carton quantity: 20

the education of 
arnold hitler

by marc estrin

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-03-4

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the annotated nose 
by marc estrin

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-60-7

$22.95 us / $27.95 can

carton quantity: 16

hardcover

978-1-932961-57-7

$39.95 us / $44.95 can

31 hours 
by masha hamilton

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-011-2

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-83-6

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

house of the deaf 
by lamar herrin

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-28-7

$14.95 us / $17.95 can 
carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-11-9

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

safe from the sea  
by peter geye

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-057-0

$14.95 us/ $15.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-60953-008-2

$24.95 us/ $28.95 can

the descent of man 
by kevin desinger

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-069-3 
14.95 us/ $15.95 can 
carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-60953-043-3 
$24.95 us/ $25.95 can
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angel and apostle 
by deborah noyes

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-29-4

$14.95 us / $17.95 can 
carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-10-2

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

vanishing 
by candida lawrence

memoir • hardcover

978-1-932961-66-9

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hick 
by andrea portes

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-32-4

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 28 

hallam’s war 
by elisabeth payne rosen

fiction • hardcover 
978-1-932961-49-2

$25.95 us / $31.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the melancholy fate 
of capt. lewis

by michael pritchett

fiction • paperback 
978-1-932961-59-1

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 32

hardcover

978-1-932961-41-6

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

the evolution of shadows

by jason quinn malott

fiction

paperback with flaps

978-1-932961-84-3

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

captivity 
by deborah noyes

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-045-7

$15.95 us/ $16.95 can

carton quantity: 20

hardcover

978-1-936071-63-0

$25.95 us / $29.95 can

complete backlist

song of the crow

by layne maheu

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-37-9

$14.95 us / $17.95 can 
carton quantity: 36

hardcover

978-1-932961-18-8

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

sins of the innocent 
by mireille marokvia

memoir • hardcover

978-1-932961-25-6

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

carton quantity: 32 

if you could see me now: 
a chronicle of identity 
and adoption

by michael mewshaw

memoir • hardcover

978-1-932961-20-1

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the last prince of the 
mexican empire

by c. m. mayo

fiction • paperback

978-1-936071-61-6

$16.95 us / $19.95 can

carton quantity: 20

hardcover

978-1-932961-64-5

$26.95 us / $32.95 can

touch and go 
by thad nodine

fiction • paperback 
978-1-60953-061-7 

$16.95 us / $17.95 can 

carton quantity: 20 

romancing spain 
by lamar herrin

memoir • hardcover

978-1-932961-22-5

$23.95 us / $28.95 can

carton quantity: 24

in hovering flight

by joyce hinnefeld

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-89-8

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-58-4

$24.95 us / $28.95 can

stranger here below

by joyce hinnefeld 
fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-074-7

978-1-60953-005-1 

$14.95 us/ $15.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-60953-004-4 
$24.95 us/ $28.95 can

... fear itself 
by candida lawrence

memoir • hardcover

1-932961-01-1

$19.95 us / $24.95 can

carton quantity: 36

memoir • paperback

978-1-60953-056-3

$11.95 us / $12.95 can

carton quantity: 36

an accidental mother

by katherine anne kindred

memoir • hardcover 
978-1-60953-058-7 
$23.95 us / $24.95 can

carton quantity: 36

the mistress contract

by he and she

non fiction • hardcove

978-1-60953-064-8 
$23.00 us/ $24.95 can 
carton quantity: 36
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miss entropia and 
the adam bomb

by george rabasa

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-035-8

$15.95 us/ $16.95 can

carton quantity: 24

rain village 
by carolyn turgeon

fiction • hardcover

978-1-932961-24-9

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

carton quantity: 24

lucky strike 
by nancy zafris

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-16-4

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-932961-04-1 • $23.95

a season of fire and ice 
by lloyd zimpel

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-36-2

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 36

hardcover

978-1-932961-19-5 • $23.95

after hours at the 
almost home

by tara yellen

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-48-5

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 36

every past thing 
by pamela thompson

fiction • hardcover

978-1-932961-39-3

$24.95 us / $29.95 can

carton quantity: 24

sometimes we’re always 
real same-same

by mattox roesch

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-87-4

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the wonder singer

by george rabasa

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-69-0

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

978-1-932961-56-0

$25.95 us / $31.95 can

mohr: a novel 
by frederick reuss

fiction • paperback

978-1-932961-35-5

$16.95 us / $19.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-17-1

$25.95 us / $31.95 can

taroko gorge

by jacob ritari

fiction • paperback

978-1-936071-65-4

$15.95 us / $18.95 can

carton quantity: 24

a geography of secrets

by frederick reuss 
fiction • hardcover

978-1-60953-000-6

$25.95 us/ $29.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the singing and dancing
daughters of god

by timothy schaffert

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-12-6

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

last night in montreal

by emily st. john mandel

fiction • paperback

978-1-936071-60-9

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-932961-68-3

$24.95 us

the phantom limbs of the 
rollow sisters 
by timothy schaffert

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-42-3

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 36

devils in the sugar shop

by timothy schaffert

fiction

paperback original

978-1-932961-33-1

$14.95 us / $17.95 can

carton quantity: 40

singer’s gun

by emily st. john mandel

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-042-6

$14.95 us/ $15.95 can

carton quantity: 24

hardcover

978-1-936071-64-7

$24.95 us / $28.95 can

reading lips:
a memoir of kisses

by claudia sternbach

memoir • paperback

978-1-60953-037-2

$14.95 us / $15.95 can

carton quantity: 24

the coffins of little hope 
by timothy schaffert

fiction • paperback

978-1-60953-068-6 
$14.95 us/ $15.95 can 
carton quantity: 24 
hardcover

978-1-60953-040-2 
$24.95 us/ $25.95 can
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BERKElEy
1700 Fourth Street
Berkeley, CA 94710
ph: 877-528-1444
fax: 510-809-3777

elise Cannon
Vice President, Field Sales
elise.cannon@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3730

eric Green
Director of Special Sales
eric.green@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3750

david dahl
National Accounts Manager
david.dahl@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3746

Charles Gee
National Accounts Manager
charles.gee@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3731

keith Arsenault
Sales Director, Clubs and Airports
keith.arsenault@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3751

Tom lupoff
Special Sales Manager
tom.lupoff@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3754

Justin demeter
Special Sales Manager
justin.demeter@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3753

Vanessa Hudson
Special Sales Assistant
vanessa.hudson@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3752

Paulina roguska
Special Sales Assistant
paulina.roguska@pgw.com
voice mail: ext. 3749

nEW yoRK
841 Broadway, Fourth Floor
New York, NY 10003
ph: 212-614-7888
fax: 212-614-7866

kim Wylie
Vice President of Sales
kim.wylie@pgw.com
ph: 212-614-7966

david ouimet
Director of National Accounts
david.ouimet@pgw.com
ph: 212-614-7952

Mary skiver
National Accounts Manager
mary.skiver@pgw.com
ph: 734-961-9319

Peg o’donnell
National Accounts Manager
peg.odonnell@pgw.com
ph: 603-379-2089

PUBliSHERS GRoUP WESt SAlES

bill Getz
NY, NJ
bill.getz@pgw.com

Mike katz
ME, NH, CT, MA, VT, RI
mike.katz@pgw.com

Jon Mayes
SC, GA, FL, AL, TN, MS, LA, AR, NC
jon.mayes@pgw.com

betty redmond
IL, MN, WI
betty.redmond@pgw.com

Andrea Tetrick
Southern CA, AZ, NM, NV
andrea.tetrick@pgw.com

Cindy Heidemann
OR, uT, WA, ID, MT, WY
cindy.heidemann@pgw.com

Ty Wilson
Northern CA, AK
ty.wilson@pgw.com

Jen reynolds
IA, IN, KS, MI, MO, OH, KY, ND
jen.reynolds@pgw.com

Charles roberts
Tx, Inside Sales: Mid-Atlantic, Midwest, 
NM, NY, South
charles.roberts@pgw.com

rob Pine
CO, Inside Sales: Northeast, Northwest,
AK, CA, HI, MD, NV
rob.pine@pgw.com

eric stragar
PA, DC, DE, WV, MD, VA
eric.stragar@pgw.com

UnitEd StAtES FiEld REPRESEntAtivES

sales & marketing
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sales & marketing

SAlES oFFicE
322 King St. West Suite 402
Toronto, Ontario M5V 1J2
ph: 416-408-4007
fax: 416-408-4081
www.mcarthur-co.com

PRESidEnt & PUBliSHER
kim McArthur
kimm@mcarthur-co.com
ph: 416-408-4007 ext. 21

vP SAlES
Toronto, libraries
Ann ledden
annl@mcarthur-co.com
ph: 416-408-4007 ext. 24

diREctoR oF PUBlicity
devon Pool
devon@mcarthur-co.com
ph: 416-408-4007 ext. 25

PRint & diGitAl PRodUction
Manager
kendra Martin
Email: kendra@mcarthur-co.com
ph: 416-408-4007 ext. 21

tRAdE oRdERS/PAyMEnt/
REtURnS c/o HARPER collinS
1995 Markham Road
Toronto, Ontario M1B 5M8
toll free phone: 1-800-387-0117
toll free fax: 1-800-668-5788
local: 416-321-2241
local fax: 416-321-3033

tRAdE REPRESEntAtivES
toRonto, SoUtHWEStERn 
ontARio, noRtHERn ontARio
roberta samec
Hornblower books
ph: 416-461-7973
fax: 416-461-0365
rsamec@hornblowerbooks.com

EAStERn ontARio And 
AtlAntic cAnAdA
Genevieve loughlin
Hornblower books
ph: 902-423-9714
fax: 902-422-2869
gloughlin@hornblowerbooks.com

QUEBEc
karen stacey
Hornblower books
ph: 514-704-3626
fax: 800-596-8496
kstacey@hornblowerbooks.com

BRitiSH colUMBiA, 
SASKAtcHEWAn & MAnitoBA
Michael reynolds & Peri Maric
Michael reynolds & Associates
ph: 604-688-6918
fax: 604-687-4624
pubrep@telus.net

AlBERtA
Heather Parsons
Michael reynolds & Associates
ph: 403-233-8771
fax: 403-233-8772
Heather.parsons@shaw.ca

RiGHtS 
For subsidiary rights inquiries, contact 
Fred Ramey at framey@unbridledbooks.com.

FoREiGn RiGHtS

itAly
Piergiorgio nicolazzini literary Agency
Via G.B. Moroni 22
20146 Milano, Italy
Piergiorgio.nicolazzini@pnla.it

GERMAny
liepman AG literary Agency
Englischviertelstrasse 59
CH - 8032 Zürich
www.liepmanagency.com
ph:+41 43 268 23-80 / f:+41 43 268 23-81
info@liepmanagency.com

FRAncE
donatella d’ormesson Agent littéraire
232 Boulevard Saint Germain
75007 Paris, France
ddormesson@free.fr

SPAniSH And PoRtUGUESE
sandra bruna Agencia literaria
Plaça Gal-la Placidia, 2, 5°, 2a
08006 Barcelona, Spain
prensa@sandrabruna.com

cHinESE MARKEtS
The Grayhawk Agency
7F-3, No.106, Sec.3, Hsin-Yi Rd.
Taipei 106, Taiwan
ph: 886-2-27059231 / f: 886-2-27059610
mobile: 886-916-986765
grayhawk@grayhawk-agency.com
blog: http://blog.roodo.com/grayhawk/
http://www.publishersmarketplace.com/members/
Grayhawk/

For all other languages and countries, contact 
Fred ramey, framey@unbridledbooks.com

UnBRidlEd BooKS iS Sold in cAnAdA By McARtHUR & coMPAny
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EditoRiAl
Fred ramey
Co-Publisher
2000 Wadsworth Boulevard, #195
Lakewood, CO 80214
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 106
framey@unbridledbooks.com  

Alexa Villanueva
Managing Editor
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 115
alexa@unbridledbooks.com

MARKEtinG And PUBlicity
libby Jordan
Director of Marketing and Publicity
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 112
libby@unbridledbooks.com

rich rennicks
Marketing Associate 
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 108
rich@unbridledbooks.com

Warren Austin
Director of IT
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 109
warren@unbridledbooks.com

SAlES
steven Wallace
Sales Director
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 105
ph: 770-995-7675 
swallace@unbridledbooks.com

Greg Michalson
Co-Publisher
200 N. 9th Street, Ste. A
Columbia, MO 65201
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 107
michalsong@unbridledbooks.com

Caitlin Hamilton summie
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 104
caitlin@unbridledbooks.com

www.unbridledbooks.com
Toll-free phone and fax: 888-reAd-Ubb (888-732-3822)

rachel kinbar
Web Marketing Associate
ph: 888-732-3822, ext. 111
rachel@unbridledbooks.com

contact information
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